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Abstract

Purpose/Aim of Study: Tendon healing involves a complex, coordinated series of events that, despite new
therapies to improve healing, results in scar. The “nude” T-lymphocyte deficient model is a genetic strain exhibiting a
loss of function in the Foxn1 gene. Nude mice cannot generate mature T-lymphocytes, are unable to mount many
types of adaptive immune responses, and were initially used as skin injury healing models. Their ability to heal
external ear injuries, similar to the regenerating MRL mouse model, has since been described. We therefore
hypothesized the Foxn1-/- nude T-lymphocyte deficient mouse strain would improve tendon healing.

Materials and Methods: Foxn1-/- T-lymphocyte deficient mice were subjected to Achilles tendon injury. Tissue
was collected 7 and 14 days after injury and used to examine mechanical, cellular, compositional, and organizational
effects on healing.

Results: T-lymphocyte deficient healing tendons exhibited improved stiffness, smaller wound size, decreased
M1/M2 macrophage ratio, increased type III collagen, and an earlier but transient up regulation of endothelial cells
compared to genetic controls.

Conclusion: The mechanisms involved in improved tendon healing of the T-lymphocyte deficient mouse may
include a number of factors such as the ablation of Foxn1. However, the deficiency in T-lymphocytes and change in
M1/M2 ratio may also impact healing by serving a regulating, protective and/or accelerating role. Overall, the clinical
implication of modulating the immune cells to stimulate healing are profound and suggests the possibility to
manipulate certain subsets of T-lymphocytes and/or macrophages at specific healing stages to significantly enhance
musculoskeletal healing.
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Introduction
Tendon healing follows a complex sequence of coordinated events

that ultimately produces a mechanically inferior tissue more scar-like
than native tendon. Despite new surgical techniques and therapies to
improve healing and/or minimize fibrosis, the quality and speed of
repair remain problematic with prolonged healing times and extended
periods of immobilization [1-4]. The repaired neo-tendinous tissue
eventually results in a functionally/mechanically inferior tissue
compared to its original state. An improved healing scenario would
include a reduction in wound size, an increase in the type I/III collagen
ratio and collagen organization, and similar structural and material
properties as the original tissue.

One strategy to reduce scar formation is to modulate the
endogenous immune cells localizing to the wound such that they
become “effectors” of a more regenerative response. During normal
healing, the innate immune system rapidly activates resident immune
cells, which signal in circulating neutrophils and monocytes.
Neutrophils are the first inflammatory cells to arrive at the injury and
immediately begin to clear necrosed cells and debris. Inflammatory

M1 macrophages and to a lesser extent the anti-inflammatory M2
macrophages infiltrate the wound and surrounding tissue, release
cytokines, and further phagocytose cell debris. Thereafter, T-
lymphocytes arrive, albeit in much lower numbers. This cellular profile
during early healing ultimately results in a scar-like replacement tissue.
Our goal has been to mediate a more anti-inflammatory wound
environment, which favors improved tendon healing. A number of
studies, including our tendon and ligament experiments, have
demonstrated therapeutic methods to improve healing by accelerating
the transition of macrophages from an inflammatory M1 phenotype to
an anti-inflammatory M2 phenotype [5,6]. However, macrophages also
influence the inflammatory behavior of T-lymphocytes by serving as a
bridge between innate and adaptive immunity, acting as Antigen
Presenting Cells (APC) to induce T-lymphocyte maturation, and
polarizing CD4+ T helper lymphocytes to a Th1 or Th2 phenotype. As
an example, the polarized inflammatory Th1 lymphocytes produce
interferon γ (IFN-γ), which stimulate M1 macrophages to kill
intracellular pathogens as well as CD8+ cytotoxic T cells. Anti-
inflammatory Th2 lymphocytes produce interleukin-4 (IL-4) to
polarize macrophages to an anti-inflammatory M2 a phenotype,
altogether supporting the concept that alteration of the macrophage
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and/or T-lymphocyte populations provides a mechanism that may
reduce inflammation and stimulate healing.

The role of T-lymphocytes is well accepted in adaptive immune
pathologies, but their contribution to normal, aseptic tendon/ligament
healing is considered minimal, partly due to their low abundance
within the healing tissue. Although few T-lymphocytes are generally
found within the uninjured and normal non-immunogenic, healing
tendon/ligament, their presence has been associated with tendon and
ligament injury and fibrosis [7-11]. Canines with cranial cruciate
ligament rupture, a degenerative condition with unknown mechanism,
have significantly increased T-lymphocytes in their synovium [12,13].
As synovitis increased in severity, so did the number of T-lymphocytes.
Similarly, within rat flexor tendon and medial collateral ligament
injury models, the number of T-lymphocytes increased within the
injured epiligament/epitenon [10,14,15]. Additional in vitro co-culture
studies indicated that T-lymphocytes contributed to epitenon-induced
adhesion and Extracellular Matrix (ECM) formation [14]. Within
other rodent injury models, significant changes in T-lymphocytes were
also noted after ligaments/tendons were treated with Mesenchymal
Stem/Stromal Cells (MSCs) and anti-inflammatory cytokines,
suggesting that T-lymphocytes may play a greater role in tendon
healing and scar formation than previously recognized [5,7,16].

The T-lymphocyte deficient model (aka “nude”) is a genetic strain
exhibiting a loss of function in the Foxn1 gene to result in a hairless
phenotype in mice, rats, and humans [17]. These nude mice, originally
used as healing models for skin injuries, cannot generate mature T-
lymphocytes and consequently are unable to mount many types of
adaptive immune responses [18]. One difference noted between nude
and wild type skin healing models was in the rate of healing.
Compared to its genetic control, the nude mouse had accelerated
wound closure, earlier presence of granulation tissue, and an absence
of disorganized collagen bundles [19]. In a nude mouse spinal cord
injury model, fibrosis and post-contusion behavioural recovery
patterns were also improved [20]. Based on these reported
improvements to wound healing, we hypothesized the Foxn1-/- nude
T-lymphocyte deficient mouse strain would improve early tendon
healing over their controls. Our results indicated that Achilles tendons
from T-lymphocyte deficient mice exhibited improved mechanics,
smaller wound size, decreased M1/M2 macrophage, and an earlier but
transient upregulation of endothelial cells compared to its genetic
control. These results also suggest that wound healing experiments
using this accepted mouse strain for xenogenic experimentation
should be carefully interpreted.

Materials and Methods

Achilles tendon healing model
All procedures were approved by the University of Wisconsin-

Madison Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. All surgeries
were performed using isoflurane for anesthesia. Skeletally mature (9-10
weeks old) male Foxn1nu-/- (“T-Cell Def.”; Jackson laboratory, Bar
Harbor, ME; JAX stock # 002019) and Foxn1-/+ ( “ CX ” ; Jackson
laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME) mice were used as an animal model to
study the T-lymphocyte effect on Achilles tendon healing after surgical
transection. Heterozygous Foxn1-/+ mice exhibit no altered phenotype
and served as the injured control. A surgically transected rather than
torn tendon was used to create a uniform defect for healing
comparisons. A total of 27 mice were subjected to unilateral Achilles
tendon transection. For this procedure, a skin incision was made,

fascia incised and the tendon exposed on the right hind limb. The
Superficial Digital Flexor (SDF) tendon was separated from the
Achilles tendon and removed. The Achilles tendon was then
completely transected at the mid-point (halfway between the calcaneal
insertion and the musculotendinous junction) and tendon ends were
sutured together using 5-0 Vicryl suture. The left Achilles tendon
remained intact and served as a contralateral control. Following
transection and repair of Achilles tendon the tarsal/hock joint was
immobilized using a wire cerclage. Animals were removed from trial if
suture repair (slipped knot, broken suture, large gap over 0.55 mm) or
tarsal immobilization failed, or if mouse exhibited severe symptoms of
C. bovis infection. A total of 5 mice were removed from trial due to
failed tarsal immobilization (n=4) and C. bovis infection (n=1). This
resulted in a total of 27 mice included in the study. Tendons were
collected at days 7 and 14 post-injury and used for mechanical testing
(n=5 mice/strain, day 14 only), Immunohistochemistry (IHC) or
histology (n=3 mice/strain/day). Days 7 and 14 were chosen to study
treatment effects on early tendon healing with specific focus on
endogenous macrophages, which are peaking in number at 7 days
post-injury. Day 14 was chosen to measure angiogenesis as well as
early Extracellular Matrix (ECM) formation. Day 14 was also chosen
as a time that the tendon would be healed sufficiently to assay early
tissue function via mechanical testing. Tendons used for IHC were
carefully dissected and immediately embedded longitudinal/frontal, in
optimal cutting temperature medium for flash freezing. Animals used
for mechanical testing were sacrificed and limbs were stored into at -70
˚C until processed. Mechanical testing was not performed on day 7
specimens because tendons were too structurally compromised for
meaningful data with our experimental methods.

Immunohistochemistry/histology
IHC and histology were performed to identify cellular and ECM

changes within the healing tendon on day 7 and 14 injured Achilles
tendons. Longitudinal cryosections (approximately 6 sections/slide)
were cut at a 5 µm thickness, mounted on Colorfrost Plus microscope
slides and maintained at -70 ˚ C. IHC was performed on frozen
sections. Cryosections were fixed in acetone, exposed to 3% hydrogen
peroxide to eliminate endogenous peroxidase activity, blocked with
Rodent Block M (RBM961L, Biocare Medical, Pacheco, CA) and
incubated with rabbit or rat primary antibodies. Primary rat
monoclonal antibodies (all 1:100 from BioRad, Hercules, CA) specific
to mouse F4/80 (MCA497GA), CD206 (MCA2235GA), CD31
(MCA2388GA) were used to detect total macrophages, M2
macrophages, and endothelial cells, respectively. Rabbit polyclonal
antibodies were used for type I collagen (1:800, ab34710, Abcam-
Serotec, Raleigh, NC) and type III collagen (1:150, ab7778, Abcam-
Serotec). Lastly, rabbit monoclonal CCR7 was used to identify M1
macrophages (1:1200, ab32527 Abcam-Serotec). After primary
antibody incubation, samples were exposed to rabbit (RMR622H,
Biocare Medical, Pacheco, CA) or rat (BRR4016H, Biocare Medical,
Pacheco, CA) Horseradish Peroxidase (HRP) Polymer. The bound
antibody complex was visualized using diaminobenzidine (DAB,
NB314SBD, Innovex Biosciences). Stained sections were dehydrated,
cleared, cover-slipped and viewed using light microscopy. After IHC
staining, micrographs were collected using a camera-assisted
microscope (Nikon Eclipse microscope, model E6000 with an
Olympus camera, model DP79). On average, 4.7 (± 0.20) were
captured and counted per animal. Images captured for measurement of
total macrophages, M1 and M2 macrophages, endothelial cells, type I
collagen and type III collagen were quantified via Image J (National
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Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). Measurements were collected 1)
within the granulation tissue and 2) within the entire section. More
specifically, total protein within the tendon was collected by first
outlining the entire tendon using the polygon selection tool in Image J.
Protein within the granulation tissue was also measured by outlining,
measuring, and enumerating protein specifically within the
granulation tissue. Protein was quantified as density/mm2. Tendon
cryosections were also Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stained to
observe histological morphology of the healing tendon.

Fractal analysis
Tissue organization was quantified by fractal dimension [21-23].

Fractal analysis assigns an objective number (fractal dimension) to an
image, which quantifies its level of organization (or disorganization). It
is a useful method to quantify collagen matrix organization, providing
a metric to compare fibrotic scar formation between treatment groups
[23]. Tissue sections were H&E stained and images were captured.
H&E images were cropped 4.5×4.5 inches to include the transected
region. Images were converted from gray-scale to binary images using
a threshold value that was automatically determined using the
automatic gray-thresh command in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick,
MA). Fractal analysis of each binary image was performed using a
MATLAB routine, which calculated the fractal dimension using a
Minkowski-Bouligand dimension (i.e. box counting dimension)
method [24]. Fractal values range from 0-1 with a smaller fractal
dimension indicating a more linearly organized tissue.

Mechanical testing
In order to determine the mechanical properties of the healing

tendons, day 14 injured tendons were tested. Achilles tendons were
dissected and surrounding tissue excised with care to keep the
calcaneal insertion site intact. Sutures were not removed from the
injured Achilles tendons 1) based on our preliminary tests indicating
that sutures carried no significant load and 2) to avoid disruption of
the injured region. Tendons remained hydrated using Phosphate
Buffered Saline (PBS). Tendon length, width, and thickness were
repeatedly measured using digital calipers and the cross-sectional area
(assumed to be an ellipse) was estimated. Tendons were tested in a
custom-designed load frame, which gripped and loaded the tendons
along their longitudinal axis. The calcaneus was trimmed and press-fit
into a custom bone grip. The soft tissue end of the specimens was fixed
with adhesive (cyanoacrylate) between two plates forming the soft-
tissue grip. Dimensional measurements for the tendons were recorded
at pre-load. Mechanical testing was performed at room temperature. A
low preload of 0.1 N was applied in order to obtain a uniform zero
point 14 prior to preconditioning (20 cycles at 0.5 Hz) to 0.5%. Pull-to-
failure testing was performed on tendons at a rate of 3.33 mm/sec.
Force and displacement data from the test system were recorded at
10Hz. Failure force was the highest load prior to a complete rupture of
the tendon and stress was calculated by dividing the failure force by the
initial cross-sectional area.

Statistical analysis
A one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to examine

differences for the IHC data. If the overall p-value for the F-test in
ANOVA was significant (p ≤ 0.05), post-hoc comparisons were
performed using the Fisher ’ s Least Significant Difference (LSD)

method. Mechanical data were analyzed via Student ’ s T-Test.
Experimental data are presented as the means ± standard error of the
mean (S.E.M.). P ≤ 0.05 was the criterion for statistical significance.
Computations and figures were performed using Kaleida Graph,
version 4.03 (Synergy Software, Inc., Reading, PA).

Results

IHC of cellular factors
Tendon injury significantly increased the number of macrophages

with the tendon regardless of mouse genotype at both 7 and 14 days
after injury (Figure 1A). However, the number of macrophages within
the T-Cell Def. tendon was significantly greater 7 days after injury
compared to the day 7 CX (Figures 1A, G and H). The number of
macrophages was not different between genotypes 14 days after injury.
Further analysis of the macrophage immunophenotypes indicated that
the number of inflammatory M1 macrophages increased 14 days after
injury regardless of the mouse genotype (Figures 1B, I and J). No other
changes were noted. In contrast, the number of anti-inflammatory M2
macrophages was significantly higher within the uninjured T-Cell Def.
Achilles tendon compared to the uninjured CX (Figures 1C, K and L).
Injury to the tendon resulted in more M2 macrophages localized
within granulation tissue of the day 7 T-Cell Def. tendons compared to
the day 7 CX tendons (Figures 1D, M and N). By 14 days post-injury,
T-Cell Def. tendons exhibited significantly higher numbers of M2
macrophages throughout the tendon compared to the CX tendons at
the same time (Figures 1B, O and P). The changes in
immunophenotypes resulted in a higher M1/M2 ratio in the day 14
injured CX compared to the T-Cell Def. tendons (Figure 1E). Lastly,
the effects of genotype on endothelial cells during healing were
examined. No differences were noted between the uninjured T-Cell
Def. and CX tendons whereas day 7 injured tendons from T-Cell
deficient mice had significantly more endothelial cells compared to any
other groups (Figures 1F, Q and R). By day 14 of injury, endothelial cell
levels of the T-Cell Def. tendons were similar to the CXs.

Collagen production and organization
To examine the effects of T-cell deficiency on ECM repair and scar

formation, factors including granulation tissue size, collagen
production and organization were examined via histology, IHC and
fractal analysis, respectively. Measurements of the healing region
indicated that the granulation tissue size was significantly smaller
within the T-Cell Def. tendon compared to the CX, 14 days after injury
(Figures 2A, G-L). IHC assays examined the effect of genotypes on
types I and III collagen localization after injury. As expected, more
type I collagen was localized within the uninjured tendons compared
to the injured (Figure 2B). However, no genotype differences were
noted across time (Figure 2B). Similarly, no differences were noted in
total type III collagen (Figures 2C, M and P). However, within the
granulation tissue, type III collagen levels were higher in the day 7
injured T-Cell Def. tendons compared to injured CXs (Figures 2D, O
and P). Levels between genotypes were similar by day 14. Further
analysis of the type I/III collagen ratio indicated no differences
between the two genotypes (Figure 2E). Lastly, fractal analysis showed
the uninjured tissue was more organized than injured tissue, regardless
of genotype (Figure 2F). No other differences were noted.
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Figure 1: Immunohistochemistry analysis of cellular factors within the T-lymphocyte deficient Achilles tendon. (A) The total number of
F4/80+ macrophages were significantly increased within the day 7 injured T-lymphocyte deficient (“T-Cell Def.”) Achilles tendon. By day 14,
no changes were noted, (B) The M1 macrophages throughout the tendon were increased across time, regardless of phenotype, (C) The number
of total M2 macrophages throughout the tendon were significantly increased within the uninjured T-Cell Def. and day 14 tendon, (D) Within
the granulation tissue, M2 macrophages were significantly increased within the day 7 T-Cell Def. tendons (E) The M1/M2 ratio was
significantly lower within the uninjured and day 14 injured T-Cell Def. tendons, (F) The number of endothelial cells throughout the tendon
were significantly higher within the T-Cell Def. tendon 7 days after injury. By 14 days after injury, levels were similar between genotypes, (G)
Representative tendon images of the: day 7 F4/80+ total macrophages within the (G) CX and (H) T-Cell Def.; day 14 M1 macrophages by the
(I) CX and (J) and T-Cell Def.; M2 macrophages within uninjured (K) CX and (L) T-Cell Def.; Day 7 M2 macrophages by the (M) CX and (N)
and T-Cell Def.; Day 14 M2 macrophages by the (O) CX and (P) and T-Cell Def.; and day 7 endothelial cells by the (Q) CX and (R) and T-Cell
Def. samples, (G-R) Each sample includes a representative low magnification (left) and high magnification (right) image. S, indicates suture,
(A-F) within each graph, p value indicates ANOVA results. a,b,c,d indicates within each graph, bars without a common superscript letter differ
as a result of Fishers LSD post-hoc pairwise analysis, p ≤ 0.05. Results are expressed as Mean ± S.E.M. CX, Foxn1-/+; T-Cell Def, Foxn1-/-.
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Figure 2: Changes in ECM factors within the T-lymphocyte deficient Achilles tendon. (A) The granulation tissue size was significantly smaller
by the T-lymphocyte deficient (T-Cell Def.) Achilles tendon 14 days after injury compared to the injured control (CX); (B) Type I collagen
levels were significantly reduced after injury, but no significance was noted between genotypes; (C) No significant changes were noted in total
type III collagen (D) However, within the granulation tissue, type III collagen was significantly increased within the T-Cell Def. Achilles
compared to the CX 7 days after injury (E) Type I:III collagen ratio was reduced after injury, but no other changes were noted; (F) Collagen
organization was also reduced after injury. However, no changes were noted between genotypes. Representative images of (G-L) H&E staining
and (M-R) type III collagen, within the (G, M) uninjured control, (H, N) uninjured T-Cell Def., (I, O) Day 7 CX, (J, P) Day 7 T-Cell Def., (K)
Day 14 CX and (L) Day 14 T-Cell Def. Achilles tendons, (O-P) includes a representative low magnification (left) and high magnification
(right) image. Within each graph, p value indicates ANOVA results. a,b,c indicates within each graph, bars without a common superscript
letter differ as a result of Fishers LSD post-hoc pairwise analysis, p ≤ 0.05. Results are expressed as Mean ± S.E.M. CX, Foxn1-/+; T-Cell Def,
Foxn1-/-; (H&E), Hematoxylin and Eosin; S: indicates suture.

Mechanical results
Tendons were first measured for length and cross sectional area. No

differences were noted between CX and T-Cell Def. groups within the
uninjured, day 7, or day 14 tendons (p>0.05). Then, tendon tensile
strength, stiffness, ultimate stress, and Young’s modulus, and were
measured using uni-axial tensile testing (Figure 3). No significance was
noted in mechanical behaviour between the uninjured T-Cell Def. and

CX tendons. Injury to the tendons resulted in significant structural
mechanical changes between groups. Specifically, within the day 14
injured tendons, structural stiffness was significantly increased
(p=0.02) within the T-Cell Def. tendons compared to the injured CXs
(Figure 3B). No differences were found between groups for Young’s
modulus and ultimate stress (p>0.05; Figures 3C and D).
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Figure 3: Mechanical testing results of the Achilles tendon by nude mice. Tendons from T-lymphocyte deficient (T-Cell Def.) mice were
collected from uninjured as well day 14 injured tendons and compared to heterozygous mice (CX). (A) No significant differences were noted
in the ultimate tensile strength between the CX and T-Cell Def. groups within the uninjured (p=0.08) and injured (p=0.56) tendons; (B)
Stiffness was significantly increased (p=0.02) between the T-Cell Def. and CX animals 14 days after injury. No changes were noted in; (C)
ultimate stress; and (D) Young’s modulus. Within each graph, p value indicates Student’s T-Test results. Significance was based on p ≤ 0.05.
Results are expressed as Mean ± S.E.M. CX, Foxn1-/+; T-Cell Def, Foxn1-/-.

Discussion
In this study T-cell deficient mice were able to augment tendon

healing greater than their genetic controls as indicated by improved
stiffness, reduced inflammatory response, smaller wound size, and
accelerated production of collagen. Unfortunately, no mammalian
regenerative tendon model currently exists but improved healing has
been reported in the MRL/MpJ mouse, rodent neonate, and fetal sheep
[25-27]. The MRL/MpJ mouse presents varying degrees of healing in
ears, cornea, heart, spinal cord, and articular cartilage [28-32]. Within
the patellar tendon injury model, MRL mice improved mechanical
properties but tenogenic expression patterns were not different
between scar forming C57Bl/6 mouse tendons [26]. The injured
Achilles tendon within the mouse neonate likewise fully recovered
functional properties, but collagen matrix was not completely repaired
[25]. In contrast, injury to lateral extensor tendon in fetal sheep
resulted in restored matrix but similar mechanical properties as the
scarring adult tendon [27]. Tendon injury to the T-cell deficient mouse
model likewise does not result in regeneration but improved healing is
evident.

In studies with other types of injuries, the T-cell deficient mouse has
previously shown a capability for improved healing. Studies of spinal
cord injuries and skin repair using the nude mouse models, both have

demonstrated significantly improved healing compared to wild type
mice. In spinal cord healing, nude mice demonstrated reduced scar
and improved recovery of post-contusion behavior [20]. Skin healing
improvements included accelerated wound closure, earlier presence of
granulation tissue, absence of disorganized collagen bundles, and
augmented mechanical function [18,19,33-36]. Our tendon healing
experiments agree with the skin and spinal cord injury models in that
the tendon stiffness was improved.

Tendon healing changes within the nude model may involve three
possible interrelated mechanisms including Foxn1 gene ablation, T-
lymphocyte modulation, and/or M2 macrophage upregulation.
Consider first, the role of Foxn1 gene ablation. The nude mouse model
is generated via point mutation of the transcription factor Foxn1, a
member of the forkhead/winged-helix class of transcription factors
expressed in the thymus and skin epithelial cells [17]. The Foxn1 point
mutation results in athymic mice and the inability to produce mature
T-lymphocytes. Scar-free healing in mammalian fetuses and nude mice
has been shown to coincide with the reduction in Foxn1 expression
[37]. For example, skin healing transitions from scar-free to scar-
forming in mouse fetuses at day 16 of gestation. Within the mouse
skin, Foxn1 is expressed 16-17 days post gestation and continues to
increase until 3 weeks after birth. Thereafter, Foxn1 levels decline as
the mouse ages. It is possible that the mutation in Foxn1 nude mice
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provides conditions favorable to healing. However, the regenerating
MRL mouse model does not exhibit genetic anomalies with the Foxn1
gene, thus suggesting that Foxn1 is unlikely to play a direct role in
healing. To further examine the role of Foxn1, a study was conducted
to measure Foxn1 overexpression on cell function. Overexpression of
Foxn1 by keratinocytes stimulated early differentiation and suppressed
later differentiation, indicating that Foxn1 plays more of a role in
modulating terminal cell differentiation [38]. More recently, a study
comparing the genetic profile between injured skin from Foxn1 null
mice and regenerating embryonic day 14 mice was performed. Those
results indicated that lack of Foxn1 maintains tissue in an immature
stage of development, which also suggested that Foxn1 was not the
main determinant in the regenerating process and instead played a
regulatory role in cell differentiation [39].

A second proposed mechanism for improved healing in the nude
mouse attributes to the depletion of T-lymphocytes. Numerous studies
have reported improved healing after T-lymphocyte depletion. In
particular, reduced levels of CD8+ T-lymphocytes increased wound
strength and healing [34,40-42] whereas re-application of T-
lymphocytes back into the skin injury of the nude mouse resulted in
decreased wound breaking strength [18]. Similar to the nude mouse,
the MRL mouse also exhibits abnormalities in T-lymphocyte
population without a mutation in the Foxn1 gene [43]. Although
evidence points more towards the T-lymphocyte deficiency (vs. Foxn1
gene deletion) as the mechanism affecting healing, more research is
required.

The last proposed mechanism of improved healing within a T-cell
deficient model involves the upregulation of the M2 macrophages. Our
T-cell deficient mouse model exhibited significantly higher levels of
M2 macrophages within both the intact and day 14 healing tendons.
Numerous studies have indicated that the upregulation of M2
macrophages improves wound healing. Within the nude mouse model,
skin incision wounds not only exhibited improved healing, but also
demonstrated significantly higher levels of macrophage activity [44].
When these nude mice were subjected to thymus transplantation, the
elevated macrophage levels were either totally or partially returned to
values found in thymus-bearing animals [44]. Our current Achilles
tendon study also indicates a significantly increased number of
resident M2 macrophages within the uninjured T-cell deficient mouse
tendon. The presence of these resident M2 macrophages within the
intact tissue may serve a protective role and allow a faster anti-
inflammatory response to injury by the T-cell deficient animals. A
study in mice showed that endotoxin preconditioning to increase the
M2 macrophages within the uninjured tissue served a protective role
on renal tubules after injury [45]. Similar results were found with the
rat hippocampus, which demonstrated a neuroprotective effect by
reducing the M1/M2 ratio [46]. Within our Achilles tendon injury
model, a higher number of M2 macrophages within the intact tissue
were also associated with an increase in type III collagen, a higher
number of endothelial cells, and stiffness closer to intact tissue within
the injured tissue. Interestingly, M2 macrophages remained higher
within the day 14 T-cell deficient tendons when compared to the
injured controls. This continued upregulation of M2 macrophages in
the T-cell deficient mouse resembles the macrophage patterning of the
amputated salamander limb, a well-accepted model of regeneration.
Amputation of a regenerating salamander limb results in the early and
extended upregulation of M2 macrophages and anti-inflammatory
cytokines [47]. In contrast, the onset of a scar-forming mammalian
injury is typically characterized by an initial increase in inflammatory
M1 macrophages and is followed by a lesser increase in the anti-

inflammatory M2 macrophages [9,10]. Altogether, the upregulation in
M2 macrophages by the T-cell deficient Achilles tendon injury model
may provide not only a protective role but may also exhibit a pattern of
healing that more closely resembles regeneration compared to its
genetic controls.

Conclusion
This study is not without limitations. First, nude mice are created by

ablating Foxn1 expression. Although we reported a significant change
in healing by the T-lymphocyte deficient nude mouse, we did not look
further into mechanisms beyond the presence of T-lymphocytes. Thus,
the effects on healing could be due to the role of T-lymphocytes and/or
the Foxn1 deficiency, and this experimental design was unable to
distinguish possible mechanisms described above. Second, we did not
distinguish the different types of T-lymphocytes and the role each
plays in tendon healing. We appreciate that different phenotypes of T-
lymphocytes (e.g. T-helper (Th), Natural Killer T cells (NKT),
regulatory T cells (Treg), etc), all have significant and differing roles in
healing and regeneration. Based on the results of this study, a more
thorough study to examine the contributions of the different
phenotypes appears warranted. Third, we did not distinguish the sub-
phenotypes of the M2 macrophages. The sub-phenotypes exert
differing roles in the healing cascade, so the composition of sub-
phenotypes should be explored in the future. Lastly, we did not
perform additional protein analysis methods to support our IHC
findings. Additional studies should examine the mechanisms of
immune regulation on musculoskeletal healing.

In conclusion, musculoskeletal healing is a scar forming process that
results in tissue that is mechanically weaker and more prone to re-
rupture. Understanding the biological mechanisms to guide
therapeutic improvement to the healing process would be a great
benefit. As this study suggests, a reduction of T-lymphocytes and
consequent increase in M2 macrophages improves musculoskeletal
healing, possibly by serving a protective or accelerating role. More
detailed analyses are necessary to identify the specific mechanisms
involved to enhance tissue repair. Overall, the clinical implication of
modulating the immune cells to stimulate healing are profound. It may
be possible to manipulate certain subsets of T-lymphocytes and/or
macrophages at specific healing stages to significantly enhance
musculoskeletal healing. Such an approach merits further
investigation.
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